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Date of Hearing:  April 19, 2023  

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 

Isaac G. Bryan, Chair 

AB 764 (Bryan) – As Amended April 11, 2023 

SUBJECT:  Local redistricting. 

SUMMARY:  Makes special districts, school districts, community college districts, and county 

boards of education subject to similar criteria and process requirements that apply to counties 

and cities that are adjusting the boundaries of the districts used to elect members of their 

governing bodies. Increases the public hearing and outreach requirements that apply to all local 

jurisdictions as part of the process for adopting or adjusting boundaries. Establishes a procedure 

for legal challenges when a local jurisdiction does not comply with the requirements of state law 

related to redistricting. Specifically, this bill:   

1) Standardizes the criteria to be used for drawing districts in local jurisdictions by requiring a 

special district, school district, community college district, or county board of education to 

use the same criteria, generally, that a county is required to use under existing law when 

adopting or adjusting the boundaries of districts. Requires an advisory or hybrid redistricting 

commission to comply with these criteria for any districts it proposes. Updates those criteria 

as they apply to all local jurisdictions, including counties and cities, when adopting district 

boundaries, as follows: 

a) Requires jurisdictions to comply with each of the criteria to the maximum extent 

practicable. Clarifies that a district cannot prioritize a lower-ranked criterion where it 

conflicts with a higher-ranked criterion. Prohibits a jurisdiction from prioritizing any 

criterion not listed in state law over a listed criterion, or from using an unlisted criterion if 

it conflicts with one that is listed. 

b) Prohibits districts from being drawn for the purpose of favoring or discriminating against 

an incumbent or political candidate. 

c) Provides that an existing provision of law that specifies that the criteria in state law do 

not apply to a charter city that has adopted comprehensive or exclusive redistricting 

criteria in its city charter applies only if the criteria in the city charter is mandatory, and 

only if that criteria includes a requirement to keep whole either communities of interests 

or neighborhoods. 

2) Requires a local jurisdiction to determine whether it is possible to create a district or districts 

in which a minority group is sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a 

majority in a single-member district, as set forth in case law related to the enforcement of the 

federal Voting Rights Act (VRA) with respect to redistricting, and requires the jurisdiction to 

publish the results of that analysis, as specified. Requires a jurisdiction that conducts an 

analysis to determine whether “racially polarized voting” exists in the local jurisdiction, as 

defined in case law regarding enforcement of the VRA, to publish a summary of that 

analysis, as specified. 
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3) Requires the body that adopts district lines for a local jurisdiction (hereinafter referred to as 

the “districting body”), except in a special district or small education district, to issue a report 

explaining the basis on which the body made its decisions in complying with the 

requirements and criteria in state law, as specified. 

4) Increases the number of hearings and workshops that are required to be held as part of a local 

jurisdiction’s redistricting process, and expands the substantive requirements that apply to 

those hearings. 

a) Requires all local jurisdictions to hold at least one workshop before the districting body 

draws a draft map of any proposed boundaries. Provides that a workshop is a standalone 

meeting at which the local jurisdiction provides the public with information on the 

redistricting process, including information on how to provide public comment and 

instructions on how to use an online mapping tool to create maps to submit to the 

jurisdiction, if applicable. Requires submitted draft maps and an oral summary of public 

comment received at any workshop to be presented to the districting body at the next 

public hearing, as specified. 

b) Requires the following number of hearings to be held, in addition to the workshop 

described above: 

i) In the case of special districts and small education districts, at least two additional 

public hearings must be held. 

ii) In the case of all education districts that are not small education districts, and in the 

case of counties and cities with a population of fewer than 250,000 residents, at least 

five additional hearings must be held. At least one must be before a draft map of 

district boundaries is released, and at least four must be after a draft map is released. 

iii) In the case of counties and cities with a population of 250,000 – 499,999 residents, at 

least seven additional hearings must be held. At least two must be before a draft map 

of district boundaries is released, and at least five must be after a draft map is 

released. 

iv) In the case of counties and cities with a population of 500,000 residents or more, at 

least nine additional hearings must be held. At least two must be before a draft map of 

district boundaries is released, and at least seven must be after a draft map is released. 

c) Requires a hearing to begin at a fixed time if it is consolidated with a meeting of the 

jurisdiction that includes other substantive agenda items (a similar requirement applies to 

counties and cities under existing law). 

d) Requires all of the following for jurisdictions other than special districts and small 

education districts: 

i) At least two workshops or hearings must be held on a weekend or in the evening 

(existing law makes this requirement applicable to at least one workshop or hearing in 

county and city redistricting processes).  
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ii) At least one hearing must be a standalone hearing, and cannot be consolidated with a 

meeting of the jurisdiction that includes other substantive agenda items. 

iii) The building in which the workshop or hearing is held must be accessible to persons 

with disabilities (a similar requirement applies to counties and cities under existing 

law). 

iv) In-person and remote testimony options must be available for all hearings, as 

specified. 

v) Live translation of a workshop or hearing into an applicable language must be made 

available if a request for translation is made in advance, as specified (a similar 

requirement applies to counties and cities under existing law).  

e) Permits the jurisdiction to place reasonable limits on an individual’s speaking time at a 

public hearing. Prohibits the total amount of time available for all public comment at a 

public hearing from being limited to less than two hours. 

5) Requires a public hearing that is held by an advisory or hybrid redistricting commission to 

comply with the same requirements that apply to hearings held by a districting body. 

 

6) Requires a special district, school district, community college district, or county board of 

education to make a good faith effort to encourage residents to participate in the redistricting 

process and to make a good faith effort to provide redistricting information to the media, 

civic and community groups, and interested persons, as specified (similar requirements apply 

to counties and cities under existing law). 

 

7) Requires, except in the case of special districts and small educational districts, that a local 

jurisdiction or the districting body for that jurisdiction adopt a redistricting public education 

and outreach plan, as specified. 

 

a) Requires the jurisdiction to consult with specified entities when developing the plan, and 

to post a draft plan online for a 14-day review and comment period prior to adopting the 

plan.  

 

b) Requires the plan to include specified information about how the jurisdiction will inform 

residents, the media, and civic and community groups about its redistricting process, as 

specified, whether and how it will coordinate outreach and messaging with other local 

jurisdictions in the county, and the number of workshops and public hearings the local 

jurisdiction intends to hold and their anticipated dates, among other information. 

 

8) Requires a school district, community college district, or county board of education, except a 

small education district, to publish the date, time, and location for any workshop or hearing 

on the internet at least five days in advance, or at least three days in advance if there are 

fewer than 28 days until the deadline to adopt boundaries (similar requirements apply to 

counties and cities under existing law). 
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9) Requires a local jurisdiction, except a special district or small education district, to publish a 

draft map of district boundaries on the internet for at least seven days before adoption as a 

final map, or for at least three days if there are fewer than 28 days until the deadline to adopt 

boundaries (similar requirements apply to counties and cities under existing law). 

 

a) Requires each draft map prepared by a member of an advisory or hybrid redistricting 

commission, the districting body, or employees or contractors of the local jurisdiction, or 

any draft map submitted by the public that a member of an advisory or hybrid 

commission or the districting body asks be discussed or considered, to be accompanied 

by specified information about the population of each proposed district, as specified 

(similar requirements apply to counties and cities under existing law, except that this 

requirement does not currently apply to maps submitted by the public that a member of 

the districting body asks be discussed or considered).  

 

b) Prohibits an advisory or hybrid redistricting commission, the districting body, and 

employees or contractors of the local jurisdiction from releasing draft maps earlier than 

three weeks after a specified redistricting database is first made publicly available. 

Provides for this period to be reduced if the redistricting database is made available fewer 

than 90 days before the deadline for adopting districts (similar requirements apply to 

counties and cities under existing law).  

 

10) Requires a local jurisdiction, except a special district or small education district, to video or 

audio record or prepare a written summary of each oral public comment and deliberation 

made at every workshop and hearing, as specified (similar requirements apply to counties 

and cities under existing law).  

 

11) Requires a local jurisdiction to permit public comment to be submitted in a paper format or 

electronically (similar requirements apply to counties and cities under existing law).  

 

12) Requires each written public comment or draft map to be included with the agenda for the 

next public hearing if the comment or map is received at least 48 hours before that public 

hearing. Requires the local jurisdiction to make written public comments and draft maps 

available to the public on its redistricting web page, as specified. Provides that this 

requirement does not apply to special districts or small education districts. 

 

13) Requires a local jurisdiction to establish a redistricting web page prior to holding its first 

workshop or public hearing, and requires that page to be maintained for at least 10 years after 

the adoption of new election district boundaries. Requires the page to contain specified 

information. Provides that this requirement does not apply to special districts or small 

education districts that do not have and are not legally required to have a website. (Similar 

requirements apply to counties and cities under existing law, except that existing law does 

not expressly require the web page to be established before the first workshop or hearing, and 

existing law requires a smaller amount of information to be included on the web page.) 

 

14) Requires the Secretary of State (SOS) to do all of the following: 
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a) Publish the following documents not later than December 15 of each year ending in the 

number zero: 

 

i) Templates that provide a general explanation of local redistricting processes, and 

procedures for a member of the public to testify or submit testimony as part of those 

processes. (Existing law requires the SOS to publish similar templates related to city 

and county redistricting.) 

 

ii) A template of a notice explaining the languages in which a local jurisdiction is 

required to provide live translation and how a person can make a request for such 

translation.  

 

iii) A template of instructions for a member of the public to sign-up for regular notices 

regarding redistricting. 

 

iv) A template form for a member of the public to describe and identify the boundaries of 

a neighborhood or community of interest. 

 

v) A brief summary and checklist of the redistricting requirements imposed on a local 

jurisdiction under state law. 

 

Requires the SOS to post these documents online for a 30-day public comment period, 

and to solicit input from specified types of entities before posting any draft. Requires the 

SOS to translate these documents into every language that is an applicable language for a 

city or county in the state. 

 

b) Provide a training to local jurisdictions and associations representing such local 

jurisdictions that summarizes the requirements imposed on a local jurisdiction by state 

law. Requires the training to be video recorded and posted on the internet. 

 

c) Make available to the public a free electronic mapping tool, loaded with relevant 

population and demographic data for each county and city whose legislative body is 

elected by-district, which can be used by the public to create neighborhood, community 

of interest, or draft district maps that can be submitted to the local jurisdiction. Provides 

that implementation of this provision is contingent on a future appropriation. 

 

15) Makes special districts, school districts, community college districts, and county boards of 

education that fail to adopt district boundaries by the deadline subject to an existing 

procedure that requires a county or city to petition the superior court for an order adopting 

district boundaries if it fails to adopt boundaries by the deadline. Allows any interested 

person to petition the court to adopt new district lines if the jurisdiction fails to petition the 

court within five days of the deadline (existing law as it relates to counties and cities allows 

only a resident of the jurisdiction to petition the court in these circumstances).  

16) Permits any interested person to bring a legal action to enforce the provisions of state law 

related to local redistricting, as specified. Permits an action alleging that an adopted district 

map does not comply with the criteria and requirements of law to be brought at any time 
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prior to an election that will be conducted using those district boundaries. Provides the 

following notice-and-cure process before a legal action can be brought alleging a past 

violation of the law related to the redistricting process (the notice-and-cure requirement does 

not apply to challenges to the substance of adopted maps): 

 

a) Requires a person to make a written demand for the local jurisdiction to cure or correct 

the alleged violation within 30 days. Gives the local jurisdiction 15 days from receipt of 

the demand to either correct the alleged violation or inform the person that it will not 

correct the alleged violation.  

 

b) Permits a person to bring an action within 15 days if the local jurisdiction takes no action 

or does not cure or correct the violation. Permits a court to award court costs and 

reasonable attorney fees to the plaintiff where it is found that an advisory or hybrid 

commission or a districting body violated this chapter and failed to correct or 

unreasonably delayed correcting the violation after receiving the written demand. 

 

17) Permits a court to order appropriate remedies in response to any violation. Permits a court 

that is required to change or adopt new election district boundaries to appoint a special 

master to assist the court, as specified. Requires the local jurisdiction to pay the cost for the 

special master and associated costs. 

 

18) Requires all local jurisdictions to adopt district boundaries as part of the redistricting process 

not later than 204 days before the local jurisdiction’s next regular election occurring after 

January 1 in each year ending in the number two, except as specified. 

19) Clarifies that any change in district boundaries of a local jurisdiction due to redistricting does 

not affect the term of office of any governing board member, and clarifies that each 

governing board member continues to represent the residents of the district from which the 

person was elected for the duration of that term of office. Specifies that a governing board 

may assign a board member to provide constituent services to residents of an area that is 

temporarily not represented by a governing board member due to redistricting. 

20) Provides that legal proceedings brought to enforce the requirements of this bill and existing 

law related to local redistricting are entitled to precedence in court, as specified. 

21) Defines an “applicable language,” for the purposes of this bill, as the following: 

 

a) For a county or county office of education that is not a small education district, any 

language in which ballots are required to be provided in the county pursuant to a 

specified provision of the VRA. 

 

b) For a city, any language that is spoken by a group of city residents with limited English 

proficiency who constitute 3% or more of the city’s total population over four years of 

age for whom language can be determined, as specified. 

 

c) For a school district that is not a small education district, any language in which a school 

within the district is required to provide translated materials pursuant to a specified 
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provision of the Education Code. 

 

d) For a community college district that is not a small education district, any language that 

qualifies as an applicable language for a county in which the district is located. 

 

22) Defines a “small education district,” for the purpose of this bill, as a county office of 

education in a county with fewer than 250,000 residents, or a school or community college 

district serving an area with fewer than 250,000 residents. 

 

23) Makes various findings and declarations, including that the provisions of this bill address a 

matter of statewide concern rather than a municipal affair, and that therefore this bill applies 

to all cities, including charter cities, except as specified. 

24) Makes conforming and technical changes. 

EXISTING LAW:   

1) Requires the boundaries of the trustee areas of a county board of education, or of a school 

district or community college district, to be adjusted following each decennial federal census 

using population figures validated by the Demographic Research Unit of the Department of 

Finance. (Education Code §§1002, 5019) 

2) Requires a county or a city, when adopting or adjusting the boundaries of the electoral 

districts that are used to elect members of the jurisdiction’s governing body, to adopt districts 

that are substantially equal in population based on data from the most recent federal 

decennial census, as specified. Prohibits an incarcerated person from being counted in the 

jurisdiction’s population except for those inmates whose last known place of residence can 

be assigned to a census block in the jurisdiction, as specified. Requires the districts to comply 

with the United States and California Constitutions, and the VRA. Prohibits district 

boundaries from being adopted for the purpose of favoring or discriminating against a 

political party. Requires district boundaries to be adopted using the following criteria, in 

order of priority: 

 

a) Requires districts to be geographically contiguous to the extent practicable, as specified. 

 

b) Requires districts to respect the geographic integrity of local neighborhoods and 

communities of interest to the extent practicable, as specified. Provides that 

“communities of interest” does not include relationships with political parties, 

incumbents, or candidates. 

 

c) Requires districts to respect the geographic integrity of a city or census designated place 

in a manner that minimizes its division, to the extent practicable. This criteria does not 

apply to a city that is adopting district boundaries. 

 

d) Provides that district boundaries should be easily identifiable and understandable by 

residents, and requires such boundaries to follow natural and artificial barriers, streets, 
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and the boundaries of the local jurisdiction to the extent practicable, as specified. 

 

e) Requires district boundaries to be drawn to encourage geographical compactness to the 

extent practicable, as specified. (Elections Code §§21500, 21601, 21621) 

 

3) Requires a county or city, as part of its redistricting process, to comply with various public 

hearing, outreach, transparency, and process requirements. (Elections Code §§21500-21509, 

21600-21609, 21620-21630) 

 

4) Requires a county or city that fails to adopt district boundaries by the deadline to petition the 

superior court in the county for an order adopting district boundaries. Permits a resident to 

petition the court if the jurisdiction fails to do so within five days after the deadline. 

 

a) Requires the court to adopt boundaries using the required criteria. Requires the new 

boundaries to be used in the agency’s next regular election. Permits the court to order the 

adjustment of deadlines as necessary to implement the new boundaries. 

 

b) Requires the court to hold at least one public hearing before adopting district boundaries. 

 

c) Permits the court to appoint a special master to assist the court in adopting boundaries. 

Requires the agency to pay for the cost of the special master. (Elections Code §§21509, 

21609, 21629) 

 

5) Requires a special district, before adjusting the boundaries of divisions from which 

governing body members are elected, to hold at least one public hearing on the proposal to 

adjust the boundaries prior to the public hearing at which the governing body votes to 

approve or defeat the proposal. (Elections Code §22001) 

 

6) Requires the SOS, before January 1 of each year ending in the number one, to publish 

templates that provide a general explanation of county and city redistricting processes, and 

procedures for a member of the public to testify or submit testimony as part of those 

processes, as specified. (Elections Code §§21508, 21608, 21628) Requires the SOS, before 

January 1 of each year ending in the number one, to make a determination for each city about 

any language that is spoken by a group of city residents with limited English proficiency who 

constitute 3% percent or more of the city’s total population over four years of age for whom 

language can be determined, as specified. (Elections Code §§21608, 21628) 

 

FISCAL EFFECT: Unknown. State-mandated local program; contains reimbursement 

direction. 

COMMENTS:   

1) Purpose of the Bill: According to the author: 

Four years ago, in advance of the 2020 census, the Legislature enacted the Fair 

Maps Act (FMA), the most comprehensive reform of local redistricting laws in 

decades. The result was a more transparent and participatory local redistricting 
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process in 2021 and 2022. Public and community group participation in the local 

redistricting process exceeded that from prior cycles. Despite significant 

challenges due to the pandemic, most local jurisdictions complied with—and even 

surpassed—the requirements of the FMA.  

 

Notwithstanding the FMA’s improvements to the local redistricting process, the 

last redistricting cycle showed that there is still work to be done. Too many local 

jurisdictions continue to prioritize incumbency protection when drawing district 

lines, splintering neighborhoods and communities of interest as a result. 

Furthermore, the FMA’s reforms did not apply to educational or special districts, 

resulting in a less transparent and participatory redistricting process in many of 

those local jurisdictions. 

 

AB 764 builds on the successes of the FMA by doing the following: 

 Prohibiting the consideration of incumbency protection in the redistricting process, 

and clarifying the prioritization of redistricting criteria. 

 

 Strengthening the FMA’s administrative and public engagement requirements and 

transparency measures based on lessons learned from the 2020 redistricting cycle. 

 

 Extending the FMA to large educational districts, and key provisions of the FMA, 

such as redistricting criteria, to special districts and small educational districts. 

 

 Creating a clear legal process for promptly resolving claims alleging violations of the 

FMA. 

2) Fair Maps Act: AB 849 (Bonta), Chapter 557, Statutes of 2019, also known as the FMA, 

revised and standardized the criteria and process to be used by counties and cities when they 

adjust the boundaries of the electoral districts that are used to elect members of the 

jurisdictions' governing bodies, and required counties and cities to comply with substantial 

public hearing and outreach requirements as part of the process for adjusting the boundaries 

of electoral districts. Prior to the enactment of AB 849, the rules that govern the local 

redistricting process generally had not been changed in decades. 

 

Early versions of AB 849—including the version that was heard in the Assembly Elections & 

Redistricting Committee (the predecessor to this committee)—would have applied to special 

districts, school districts, community college districts, and county boards of education in 

addition to applying to counties and cities. When AB 849 was approved in the Assembly 

Appropriations Committee, however, it was amended so that it applied only to redistricting in 

counties and cities. 

 

The FMA was in effect for the first time for the redistricting process that followed the 2020 

census. Following that redistricting process, the organizations that are co-sponsoring this bill 

and related organizations commissioned a report to evaluate the impact of the FMA and other 

changes to redistricting policies on the local redistricting process. The report’s analysis was 

based on interviews with and notes from the organizations that sponsored the report, 
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interviews with the staff of voting rights and civic organizations involved in local 

redistricting, interviews with demographers and local government officials, and reviews of 

news media articles and government reports on the local redistricting process. 

 

The report, The Promise of Fair Maps, California’s 2020 Local Redistricting Cycle: Lessons 

Learned and Future Reforms, concluded that “the FMA was broadly successful in promoting 

a more transparent and more participatory local redistricting process,” and that “[t]o a lesser 

extent, it was successful in producing maps that better reflect the diverse communities 

residing in cities and counties across the state.” The report noted that notwithstanding the 

impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the redistricting process—including a significant 

delay in the release of census data that is used for redistricting—most jurisdictions still 

successfully met the redistricting deadlines and no jurisdiction had to have a court adopt 

district maps. It also concluded that new opportunities for remote participation that were 

instituted by many local governments to facilitate participation during the pandemic “made it 

far more convenient for people to testify, especially those who might not be able to attend in-

person meetings because of work or family obligations or limited mobility or access to 

transportation.” 

 

On the other hand, the report also concluded that “the 2020 local redistricting cycle… 

revealed that improvements to the FMA are necessary to address ambiguities, loopholes, and 

deficiencies in the legislation that undermined the law’s important goals, and were often 

exploited to protect incumbents.” In particular, the report concluded that notwithstanding the 

ranked, mandatory redistricting criteria that was included in the FMA, “in many jurisdictions 

incumbency protection proved to be the overriding criterion for how maps were drawn.”  

 

3) Public Hearing and Workshop Requirements: As enacted, the FMA requires cities and 

counties to conduct at least four hearings as part of the redistricting process, of which at least 

one must be before any draft district maps are drawn, and at least two must be after draft 

maps are drawn. One of the four required hearings can be replaced by a workshop (a public 

input and education meeting generally conducted by staff or a consultant, rather than a public 

hearing of a quorum of the governing body), and at least one hearing must be in the evening 

or on the weekend. Redistricting hearing requirements for local government entities that were 

not subject to the FMA are much more limited. Special districts, for instance, are required to 

hold at least two public hearings; school districts are not required to hold any redistricting 

hearings other than the one at which the district adopts new boundaries for trustee areas.   

 

This bill increases the number of redistricting hearings and workshops that are required of all 

local jurisdictions when adjusting district boundaries. All jurisdictions would be required to 

hold at least one workshop before drawing a draft map of new district boundaries. The 

number of hearings—and the requirements for those hearings—would vary depending on the 

type of local government entity and the population of the jurisdiction. For clarity, the 

following table summarizes the hearing requirements that this bill seeks to impose: 
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Jurisdiction 

Type 

Number of Hearings Required Additional Hearing 

Requirements 

Counties and 

Cities 

If population <250,000: 

-1 workshop + 1 hearing before 

drawing a draft map 

-4 hearings after drawing a draft 

map 

 

Population between 250,000 and 

500,000 

-1 workshop + 2 hearings before 

drawing a draft map 

-5 hearings after drawing a draft 

map 

 

Population 500,000 or more 

-1 workshop + 2 hearings before 

drawing a draft map 

-7 hearings after drawing a draft 

map 

-All hearings/workshops at 

accessible locations 

-At least 2 hearings on evenings 

or weekends 

-At least 1 hearing not 

consolidated with a regular 

meeting 

-Live translation required if 

requested in advance for a 

covered language 

-Hearings that are consolidated 

with regular meetings must start 

at a time certain 

-Must permit in-person and 

remote testimony 

-Public comment cannot be 

capped at less than 2 hours 

Educational 

Districts with a 

Population of 

250,000 or more 

-1 workshop + 1 hearing before 

drawing a draft map 

-4 hearings after drawing a draft 

map 

-All hearings/workshops at 

accessible locations 

-At least 2 hearings on evenings 

or weekends 

-At least 1 hearing not 

consolidated with a regular 

meeting 

-Live translation required if 

requested in advance for a 

covered language 

-Hearings that are consolidated 

with regular meetings must start 

at a time certain 

-Must permit in-person and 

remote testimony 

-Public comment cannot be 

capped at less than 2 hours 

Educational 

Districts with a 

Population under 

250,000 & 

Special Districts 

of All Sizes 

-1 workshop before drawing a draft 

map 

-2 hearings after drawing a draft 

map 

-Redistricting hearings that are 

consolidated with a regular 

meeting must start at a time 

certain 
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4) Arguments in Support: The co-sponsors of this bill, ACLU California Action, Asian 

Americans Advancing Justice-Asian Law Caucus, California Common Cause, and the 

League of Women Voters of California, write in support: 

FMA reforms brought notable improvements to local redistricting processes in 

2020, but community members, community-based organizations, and good 

government groups still witnessed major problems… 

 

AB 764 addresses the problems observed during the 2020 redistricting cycle by 

closing important loopholes and deficiencies in the FMA…More specifically, AB 

764 would make the following changes: 

 

Redistricting Criteria: AB 764 would expressly prohibit incumbency protection in 

the redistricting process, provide examples to clarify the definition of 

“communities of interest,” and require that jurisdictions do their due diligence to 

ensure their compliance with the federal Voting Rights Act… 

 

Public Transparency and Outreach: AB 764 would add requirements to increase 

transparency around district line decision-making including: requiring 

jurisdictions to publish all public comment received in the process in a timely 

manner; increasing the number of required public hearings based on a 

jurisdiction’s size; requiring a jurisdiction to adopt a redistricting outreach and 

education plan; and ensuring equitable public access by allowing public comment 

to be provided either remotely or in-person at all redistricting hearings. 

 

Enforcement: AB 764 would refine the legal process for bringing claims as 

allowed under current law, alleging substantive and procedural violations of the 

FMA to ensure claims are brought and resolved promptly, given the short time 

period for redistricting. 

 

Expansion to Additional Jurisdictions: AB 764 would apply the FMA’s fair and 

standardized redistricting criteria, as well as other key provisions, to all special 

districts and to educational districts based on jurisdiction size. 

 

5) Arguments in Opposition: The California State Association of Counties, Rural County 

Representatives of California, and Urban Counties of California all have an “oppose unless 

amended” position on this bill. In a joint letter, the organizations write: 

[C]ounties diligently worked during the 2021 redistricting cycle to comply with 

the FAIR MAPS Act under extraordinary circumstances…Of course, there is 

always room for improvement; however, some components of AB 764 impose 

unreasonable and impractical burdens on California counties. 

 

Burdensome Reporting Requirements Make Compliance a Challenge. AB 764 

contains a number of new reporting requirements for counties that will require 
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significant professional assistance to ensure compliance. New requirements to 

publish federal Voting Rights Act analyses, a report outlining compliance with 

new district boundary criteria, new redistricting public education and outreach 

plans with specific components and a public review period, oral summaries of 

each public comment received at every public workshop, and detailed analyses of 

each draft map “that a member of the districting body asks be discussed or 

considered,” as proposed in AB 764, will be costly, time-consuming, and in all 

likelihood simply not feasible with existing county staff… 

 

Additional Requirements for Public Hearings Are Costly and Impractical. AB 

764 increases the number of public workshops and hearings for all counties and, 

in some instances, increases them dramatically. The FAIR MAPS Act required 

counties to conduct at least four public hearings; some counties held additional 

workshops and hearings to better outreach to their communities… Public hearings 

and workshops require considerable time and effort to plan and execute; such a 

marked increase in public meetings again makes compliance a challenge… 

 

Private Right of Action Adds Significant Uncertainty and Cost. Counties have 

strong concerns about the special private right of action contained in AB 764 for 

any ongoing violation or prevention of a future violation or a threat of violation of 

the provisions of the Act. Existing law provides for robust judicial review of 

counties’ redistricting processes and decisions…under Code of Civil Procedure 

section 1085. These procedures provide a well-established, stable, and well-

understood body of law governing judicial review of these matters. 

 

6) Related Legislation: AB 1248 (Bryan), which is also being heard in this committee today, 

requires a county, city, school district, or community college district that contains over 

300,000 residents to establish an independent redistricting commission to adopt district 

boundaries after each federal decennial census. 

 

AB 34 (Valencia), which is also being heard in this committee today, creates a Citizens 

Redistricting Commission in Orange County, as specified. 

 

SB 52 (Durazo), which is pending in the Senate Elections & Constitutional Amendments 

Committee, requires charter cities with a population of 2.5 million people or more to create 

an independent redistricting commission. The City of Los Angeles is the only city that would 

be affected by that bill based on current population figures. 

 

SB 314 (Ashby), which is pending in the Senate Appropriations Committee, creates a 

Citizens Redistricting Commission in Sacramento County. 

7) Double Referral: This bill has been double referred to the Assembly Local Government 

Committee. 
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REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION: 

Support 

ACLU California Action (Co-Sponsor)  

Asian Americans Advancing Justice - Asian Law Caucus (Co-Sponsor) 

California Common Cause (Co-Sponsor)  

League of Women Voters of California (Co-Sponsor) 

AAPIs for Civic Empowerment Education Fund (prior version) 

AFSCME (prior version) 

Alameda County Coalition for Fair Redistricting (prior version) 

Alliance San Diego (prior version) 

Asian Law Alliance (prior version) 

California Environmental Voters (formerly CLCV) 

Catalyst California 

Central Coast Alliance United for a Sustainable Economy (prior version) 

Communities for a New California (prior version) 

Communities United for Restorative Youth Justice (prior version) 

Community Health Councils (prior version) 

Courage California (prior version) 

Ella Baker Center for Human Rights (prior version) 

Indivisible CA Statestrong (prior version) 

Indivisible Marin (prior version) 

Initiate Justice (prior version) 

Initiate Justice Action 

Inland Empire United (prior version) 

Inland Equity Partnership (prior version) 

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area 

Oakland Rising Action (prior version) 

San Francisco Rising (prior version) 

Secure Justice (prior version) 

Silicon Valley Community Foundation (prior version) 

The Resistance Northridge-Indivisible (prior version) 

The Santa Monica Democratic Club (prior version) 

Thrive, the Alliance of Nonprofits for San Mateo County (prior version) 

Young Women's Freedom Center 

1 individual 

Opposition 

California State Association of Counties (unless amended) 

Rural County Representatives of California (unless amended) 

Urban Counties of California (unless amended) 

Analysis Prepared by: Ethan Jones / ELECTIONS / (916) 319-2094 


